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Chapter

The Mechanism of Misalignment 
of Saw Cutting Crack of Concrete 
Pavement
Chatarina Niken

Abstract

Misalignment cracks are transverse cracks that occur not in the cutting line but 
that are shifted within less than 500 mm of the cutting line. This crack does not 
cross other segments. This paper describes the mechanism of the formation of mis-
alignment cracks and the stresses that occur in concrete pavement under plastic and 
brittle condition. This paper was written based on observations of misalignment 
cracks on toll roads in Lampung Province, Indonesia. Bending strength of the con-
crete pavement is ±4.5 MPa. This crack was found at the concrete age of 18–72 hours. 
This research is supported by observing deformation and inner temperature in the 
laboratory on a concrete plate with compressive strength of 60 MPa measuring 
300 cm × 160 cm × 15 cm, which is placed on several supports. Observations were 
made every 15 minutes for 90 days. Misalignment cracks occur because cutting 
in concrete pavement is done in brittle conditions. Misalignment cracks were also 
found on one side, which dowel shift. In this phenomenon, misalignment cracks 
follow dowel shifting.

Keywords: concrete, crack, deformation, pavement, cutting, shrinkage

1. Introduction

Concrete or rigid pavement is often chosen as a road material that must with-
stand heavy loads. To withstand heavy loads, high-quality concrete is needed, 
which can only be made with limited water. The behavior of high-strength concrete 
has been studied [1, 2]. Apart from its ability, concrete pavement does not require 
expensive maintenance. Even with the best slab design and proper construction, 
however, it is unrealistic to expect crack-free and curl-free floor [3]. Humans, 
nature, and the type of the structural element affect the performance of concrete 
pavement forever.

Expansion and shrinkage naturally occur in the hydration process, due to, 
among others, product hydration growth, pore pressure, disjoining pressure, and 
surface force. It’s called microprestress. It is easy to understand that microprestress 
always changes during time. Shrinkage and expansion are two behaviors that occur 
alternately in the concrete pavement. Concrete must be able to withstand these 
changes so that performance is good. There are many uncertainties to predict the 
shrinkage and expansion such as concrete composition, aggregate, relative humid-
ity, and element structure geometry and ratio between open surface area and 
volume. Base course type also influences the concrete strength [4].
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The concrete pavement has large surface contact to environment. Environment 
affects product hydration quality and drying shrinkage. Without covering the pave-
ment right after pouring, inner water evaporates. Wind also accelerates inner water 
evaporation. This condition leads to the hydration process that occurs under limited 
water. It makes concrete more sensitive for premature cracks. More relative humid-
ity is correlated to lower shrinkage [5]. The weather almost always has a role in the 
occurrence of uncontrolled cracking [6].

Hydration process results in heat that can reach 60°C [7]. A lot of concrete 
pores make the surrounding temperature to penetrate the concrete. Pouring fresh 
concrete during high surrounding temperature leads to the increase of the inner 
temperature. Heat evolution at any given time provides the change of mineralogical 
composition of the system [8]. An increase in equivalent linear temperature gradi-
ent leads to the increase in curvature for the unrestrained slab that was 7% higher 
than the restrained [9]. High inner temperature makes the hydration process occur 
with limited water. The consequence of this is premature deterioration and the 
change of expansion and shrinkage at early-age occur with high fluctuation.

Shrinkage is the root cause of random cracking in unreinforced concrete floors. 
From shrinkage to temperature, a large tensile strength in transversal direction on 
the bridge was studied [10]. Slow rate of shrinkage is a factor difficulty to predict 
the shrinkage accurately from laboratory measurement; therefore, minimum 
variant coefficient is assumed to be 20% to predict long-term shrinkage. Besides, 
this road has a dynamic problem. Compression and tension occur when the road 
is operational. The effect of shrinkage and creep was inserted by a solution for 
dynamic problem in reinforced concrete plate and beam [11].

Before applied load, microprestress occur in the concrete. Cracks can appear if 
no space is available for expansion and shrink. Open freely and joints help to release 
stresses. Joints of reinforced isolation were not as effective in reducing the edge 
stresses as compared to thickened joints [12]. The joints also help control unsightly 
transversal and longitudinal cracking, and also random slab cracking [13]. Cracks in 
joints are the consequence of concrete behavior in the initial period of use of pave-
ment structures, which can affect structural properties of concrete pavements [14]. 
An overview of stress prediction for cracking of jointed plain concrete pavement 
was done in 1925–2000 [15].

Construction joint or contraction joint (also called control joint) can be made 
by open freely. Open freely make concrete pavement as unrestrained condition. 
Without joints, most concrete pavement would come in contact with cracks within 1 
or 2 years after placement [16], except for continuously reinforced concrete (CRC) 
pavement, which has no joints. The open freely to be a place releasing the energy 
to avoid the premature and mature cracks. Open freely should be made in rigid 
pavement by saw cutting. While determining the location of the saw cutting, the 
distance where the shrinkage and expansion are still within the limits of the ability 
of concrete pavement must be considered. The depth of the saw cutting must really 
make this place the weakest location. Saw cutting must also consider the maturity of 
the concrete to be able to withstand microprestress at that age. Without those three 
things, we just move the location of the transverse crack. Late or shallow saw cut-
ting of longitudinal joints causes longitudinal cracking [17]. Crack will shift from 
saw cutting line, hereinafter referred to as misalignment crack. Initial crack is not 
caused by misalignment of concrete pavement [18]. Vibration in the construction of 
concrete pavement in open traffic conditions makes the concrete pavement surface 
more at risk for the onset of hair cracks [7].

The inability of the concrete pavement to withstand all of the stresses can cause 
defects such as transverse and longitudinal cracking, cracks over dowel bars, cracks 
over slab culvert, blow up, crocodile cracks, hair cracks, etc. Road foundation (base/
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subbase) settlement can cause a break in the rigid pavement or appear as a corner 
break depending on the location of the settlement. The cause of the crack must be 
understood in order to obtain the best concrete pavement performance.

These cracks and distresses do indicate the failure of concrete slab, but more 
than that, they indicate the human failure to understand the few basic and funda-
mental things related to concrete material and pavement. Implementers of concrete 
roads must have a sufficient understanding of the mechanism of the cracks in the 
concrete pavement to avoid the cracks. When it comes to the repair of distressed 
concrete pavement, very limited options are available. It is very difficult and time- 
and money consuming to repair hardened concrete [18]. Based on this statement, 
and limited analysis of misalignment crack, the mechanism of cracking needs to be 
studied and understood.

2. Plate deformation

2.1 Laboratory test specimen

Deformation of plate was found by full scale test in laboratory. The research was 
conducted in Jakarta, Indonesia, with humid tropical weather. This research was 
performed experimentally using one specimen of 3.000 × 1.600 × 150 mm3, with 
four embedded vibrating wire strain gauges (EVWSG) as shown in Figure 1a. The 
plate was supported by many cylinders with 15 diameter and 30 cm high in horizon-
tal position as shown in Figure 1b.

High-performance concrete with target compressive strength of 60 MPa and 
slump flow diameter of 35 ± 2 cm was applied. The plate was casted at 22.10 the 
night with surrounding temperature of 25.4°C and 94% relative humidity.

2.2 Laboratory observation of plate

In laboratory observation, shrinkage was measured as strain changes against 
time by installing four embedded vibrating wire strain gauge (EVWSG) in the 
specimen (Figure 1a). The EVWSG has abilities to detect the strain up to 3000 με 
with accuracy of about 0.025% and concrete temperature between −80°C and 
60°C with about 0.5% accuracy. The specimens were covered with a plastic sheet to 
reduce evaporation of water immediately after casting. Observation was performed 
right after pouring as follows: (a). 0–24 hours, every 15 minutes; (b) 24–48 hours, 
every 60 minutes; and (c) 48–72 hours, every 2 hours. Relationship between strain 
and time and inner temperature and time were obtained.

Figure 1. 
The scheme of plate: (a) the placement of embedded vibrating wire strain gauges (EVWSG), (b) placement of 
plate supporter.
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2.3 Relationship between deformation and time

Relationship between deformation of every position as shown in Figure 1 during 
the first 90 hours was displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2c shows that the highest deformation occurs in the middle of the 
plate, while the next sequence is in the corner of the plate (Figure 2a). The 
middle side of the elongated and shortened plates shows smaller deforma-
tion. Final concrete shrinkage in structure is about 600 × 10−6 [19]. Concrete 
capability to sustain tensile strain is about 600 × 10−6. Cracks will appear if the 
shrinkage was restrained. Slab ≤4.5 m length will reduce tension stress. Slab 
with fc ‘60 MPa can shrink ±0.00022 mm/mm in the first 24 hours and at 1760 
days of ±0.0003 mm/mm. Open freely is needed so that shrinkage can occur 
without obstacles. If there is no open freely, cracks will occur even though high-
shrinkage cement is used.

2.4 Relationship between inner temperature and time

Inner temperature in early age shows a sharp increase in the age of 5–12 hours 
and then decreases gradually (Figure 3). The heat in concrete shows the active-
ness of the hydration process. The middle part of the plate shows the highest 
temperature, which is around 58°C (Figure 3c), while the angle is slightly below 
(Figure 3a). The middle side of the elongated and shortened side shows the peak 
of the lowest inner temperature, but it is still more than 50°C even though the 
concrete pavement is already 90 hours old and curing the humidity at the age of 
24–168 hours (Figure 3b and d). At the age of 12–30 hours, there is a fairly large 
inner temperature gradient of ±28°C. Open freely is needed to release its energy. 
Open freely must be available before the concrete can hold the shrinkage energy. 
If there is a delay, a crack will occur. When curing the humidity is done, the inner 
temperature goes up to stabilize gradually until around 30° Celsius (Figures 2 
and 3). It approaches the ambient air temperature, so the risk of cracking due to 
temperature difference decreases.

Figure 2. 
Relationship between deformation and time of slab: (a) EVWSG 1, (b) EVWSG 2, (c) EVWSG 3, and (d) 
EVWSG 4.
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According to the specification of the toll road, the cutting should be done 
in the time range of 12–18 hours that is when the rate of decline in the inner 
temperature is high (Figure 3). Cutting after this period results in misalignment 
cracks (Figure 3).

3. Concrete pavement

3.1 General over view

In this research, concrete pavement was done on the lean concrete plate. The aim 
of pouring on the plate is to sustain shear and tensile, which always appear under 
surface structure. Plate foundation can have different supported capacity [20].

The observation was done in the Bakauheni-Palembang road, Lampung 
Province, Indonesia, with 30,000 m length. The concrete pavement has four lanes 
(Figure 4). In this observation, the dowels have 32 mm diameter and 70 cm length, 
and the space between two dowels is 30 cm.

Figure 3. 
Relationship between inner temperature and time of slab: (a) EVWSG 1, (b) EVWSG 2, (c) EVWSG 3, and 
(d) EVWSG.

Figure 4. 
Real concrete pavement scheme.
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The lanes were divided into many segments. Each segment has 5 m length and 
4.6 m wide; therefore, there are 600 segments for every lane or the total segments is 
2400. Misalignment cracks appear in observation road (Figure 5).

A transverse crack in the middle of the span can cross the segment, but the mis-
alignment crack does not cross to other segments. This happens because of different 
mechanisms of cracking. The types of defects observed that occur from 24,000 
segments can be seen in Table 1.

Misalignment cracks are the second part of the three types of damage (Table 1). 
Eighty to ninety percent of the misalignment cracks occur on dowels that experi-
ence shifting or late cutting. The crack width is 1.5–2 cm with 30 cm depth or until 
the base of rigid pavement (Figure 6).

This damage is serious because it gets to the bottom of the concrete pave-
ment. Understanding the mechanism of the occurrence of misalignment cracks is 
expected to trigger construction implementers to take preventative actions based on 
an understanding of the seriousness of the damage that will occur.

Figure 5. 
Misalignment cracks: Bakauheni-Palembang.

Figure 6. 
Width and depth of misalignment crack.

Crack type L segments R segments Total 
segments

% of total segments

Random 11 6 17 0.07

Misalignment 81 53 134 0.56

In the middle of the segment 98 94 192 0.8

Total 343 1.43

Table 1. 
Percentage of crack type.
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3.2 Dowel

In general, concrete pavement is intended for heavy loads. To transfer the bur-
den, dowels are required. Dowels made of plain reinforcement are installed between 
two segments (Figure 7).

The dowels were placed on the transversal bars, which formed as a chair (Figure 8). 
To maintain the chair and the dowel in the right position, some studs were placed by nail-
ing it into lean concrete or LC (Figure 8). The dowel is mounted in the thick center of the 
rigid pavement (Figure 9). The lean concrete is 10 cm thick with compressive strength of 
10 MPa (Figure 9). The rigid pavement has a bending strength of 45 MPa and is 30 cm 
thick. It was placed on the lean concrete covered with plastic membrant (Figures 8 and 9). 
A plastic membrant should be placed between the concrete/rigid pavement and lean 
concrete (Figures 8 and 9). The function of the plastic membrant was studied [7].

Pouring fresh concrete on the dowel should be done carefully, with little volume 
and slowly but continuously (Figure 10). This method is done to keep the dowel 
position still in right position. The dowel shift is caused by (1) the weakness of the 
stud installation so that it cannot hold the pouring of large volumes of fresh con-
crete at a location, or flattening and compaction by paver equipment (Figure 10) or 
(2) the weakness of binding dowel to basket.

When casting passes dowel line, the dowel position and its shift are recorded. 
Generally, the shifting dowel is between 10 and 20 cm from the correct axis (Figure 11).

Figure 7. 
Segment and dowel.

Figure 8. 
Dowel baskets placed on an LC. Red line: Dowel. LC: Lean concrete.
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Figure 9. 
Dowel position on cross-section.

Figure 10. 
Pouring, flattening, and layering of the concrete/rigid pavement. Compaction process.

Figure 11. 
Shifting dowel: (a) the top dowel holder shifts, and (b) the dowel holder shifts.
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3.3 Saw cutting

Above the dowel line, a transverse cutting by saw is carried out, to direct the 
crack to occur at that place (Figure 9). Open free in concrete pavement by saw cut-
ting means making the area weak. Cracking is planned to occur in the  
area (Figure 12).

If a crack exists below the saw cut, and an uncontrolled crack occurs nearby, 
then it is possible that dowels are misaligned and have caused locking of joint 
[18]. The depth of saw cutting varies, including D/2, D/3, and D/4. D is the thick-
ness of rigid pavement. In this research, saw cutting was done above the as dowel 
line. The saw cutting depth d is D/4 (Figure 13). Cracks process and cracks area 
with various depths can be seen in Figure 13a and b.

Microcracking appears below the notch (Figure 13a). On cutting as deep as 
D/2, there is still a microcracking area that has not been covered (Figure 13b1). 
This microcracking force will spread sideways and cause weakness in other areas. 
Whereas on cutting as deep as D/3, it can be said that undamaged areas are very 
thin (Figure 13b2). On cutting as deep as D/4, the layer of area that protects against 
the distribution of microcracks is sufficient (Figure 13b3). The distribution of 
concrete stresses under the saw cutting is as shown in Figure 14.

Concrete conditions when misalignment cracks are at the age of 18–72 are 
between plastic and brittle. Stress distribution at this time was assumed as shown in 
Figure 14b that is a transition between that shown in Figure 14a and c.

The stress distribution changes as the concrete maturity changes as shown in 
Figure 15 [13]. Stress distribution as shown in Figure 15 is distributed with cutting 
age 12 hours.

Figure 12. 
Cracks occur at the planned place.

Figure 13. 
Process and cracks area, (a) fracture process zone (FPZ), (b) FPZ in D/2, D/3, D/4 [13].
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There is an optimum time to saw contraction joints in new concrete pavements, 
which is defined as the sawing window. It represents as short period after the place-
ment of concrete within which concrete can be cut successfully before it cracks in 
an uncontrolled manner. If the sawing of the joints is started too early, then it may 
lead to raveling along the cut (Figure 16a). Concrete has not been able to withstand 
the pressure of the existing blade and microprestress. The jagged, rough edges are 
termed as raveling. Some raveling is acceptable if the widening of saw cut for filling 
joint sealant would remove the ravel edge. If the raveling is too severe, it will affect 
the appearance and ability to seal the joint. Saw cutting done at the beginning of 
the window time results in moderate raveling (Figure 16b) and at latter of cutting 
window time result good performance (Figure 16c). If sawing of joints is delayed 
beyond a certain period when significant concrete shrinkage occurs, then it may 
induce random cracks within the pavement.

Based on the results of the saw cutting, the appropriate time is at the end of the 
window time. Raoufi, 2008, [22] illustrates that excellent results will be obtained 
at fc ‘800–1000 psi (5.5–6.9 MPa). Saw cutting on rigid pavement according to the 
specification of this research should be done in the time range of 5–18 hours. At this 
age, the shrinkage begins to change into expansion (Figure 2) and the temperature 
inside the concrete has reached a maximum value (Figure 3). High temperatures 
cause the particles to move fast, resulting in collisions between molecules. This 

Figure 14. 
Stress distribution: (a) plastic failure, (b) plastic-brittle failure, and (c) brittle failure [13].

Figure 15. 
Contour stresses at different times for rigid pavement with a D/3 cutting depth are carried out at 12 hours [13].

Figure 16. 
Saw cutting result: (a) sawed too early (unacceptable), (b) sawed early in window (moderate), (c) sawed 
latter in window (acceptable) [21].
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impact energy requires a place to release so there is no build-up. With saw cutting 
done in the window time, there is a space for expansion and shrinkage, so that 
cracking does not occur anywhere else. Notch from saw cutting is also a place for 
releasing energy.

Misalignment cracks as shown in Figure 5 appear at the age of 18–72 hours. 
The crack follows the location of the shifted axle. Distance of the crack is about 
50 cm from cutting line axle. Theoretical and practical studies have shown that 
the optimum joint spacing depends upon the slab thickness, concrete aggregate, 
subbase, and climate. Pavement with long transverse joint spacing may crack at 
locations other than the saw cuts due to tensile stresses from temperature curling. 
Most of the time, the spacing of transverse contraction joints in plain pavement 
is kept at 4.5–6.0 m. It is also important to check the transverse and longitudinal 
contraction joint spacing to see if it is within the limit as described in various codes 
and specifications. Saw cut transverse joint at proper location with respect to posi-
tion of dowel bar assembly is a common construction practice. But some occasional 
mistakes may happen resulting in the misplaced saw cut. Proper location of saw cut 
dowel assembly not only improves the joint load transfer efficiency but also ensures 
better performance of the pavement throughout its life. Tolerance for sawing 
transfer joint, that is, the allowable translation of saw cut from the middle of the 
dowel assembly, depends upon the length of the dowel. It has been found that 15 cm 
of dowel embedment is all that is necessary for an effective load transfer under 
highway loadings. Thus, for a commonly used 50 cm long dowel bar, the available 
tolerance is 20 cm, that is, 10 cm either way from the center of the dowels.

4. Misalignment crack mechanism

To analyze the mechanism of crack misalignment, the influence of growth of 
hydration, decreasing pores, and microprestress needs to be understood.

4.1 Growth of product hydration and decreasing pores

The amounts of pores and the growth of product hydration can be seen in 
Figure 17 [23]. tc is the misalignment cutting time crack in the observed toll road.

The time frame for the appearance of misalignment cracks is expressed as tc in 
Figure 17. During this time, the rate of hydration products’ growth such as CSH, 
CH, C-A, F-H is very high; ettringite reaches its maximum and then decreases 
because part of it turns into monosulfate; and the number of pores decreases at a 
high rate.

Figure 17. 
Product hydration growth and decreasing pores.
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4.2 Microprestress

Product hydration growth and decreasing pores cause stress in the concrete. 
The microstress is known as microprestress. Microprestress is the stress in 
micromeasurement, which occurs without applied load. Microstresses are due 
to the growth of hydration products, capillary pore pressure, disjoining pres-
sure, and surface pressure [24]. Stress due to heat hydration, shear between 
fresh concrete and lean concrete, and shear between concrete and dowel are also 
classified as microprestress. Misalignment cracks in the concrete pavement occur 
at 18–72 hours (Figure 17). In that time span, the strain and temperature of the 
concrete decrease gradually (Figures 2 and 3). The growth rate of hydration 
products and the decrease of pore number rate in the span of time are very high 
(Figure 17). The consequence of this is that high stress occurs in the concrete 
matrix and in the pores (Figure 18c). This period is a critical time after the 
autogenous phase. Beside the microprestress, Buchta, 2015, [20] mentioned that 
the shear and tensile were concentrated on the base of the plate. This phenomenon 
will increase the microprestress. This is because the strain in the center of the plate 
is higher than in the surrounding area (Figure 2). The causes of microprestress 
will be explained below.

4.2.1 Product hydration growth pressure

The hydration process makes fresh concrete evolve into hard concrete 
(Figure 18a and b).

Figure 18. 
Concrete evolution, (a) water quantity gradient, (b) microstructure evolution, (c) granular stress and pore 
water pressure [23, 25].

Figure 19. 
Mortar behavior evolution: (a) behavior type, (b) material yielding [25].
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Quasi hard concrete occurs after the age of 6 hours when the CSH growth rate 
increases (Figures 17 and 18a) and yield stress occurs (Figure 19b). The charac-
teristic of quasi-brittle material is a strong nonstatistical size effect on both the 
structural strength and the rate of shrinkage and creep [25].

This evolution changes the deformation behavior of plastic behavior into a 
phase transition, and then changes to elastic state (Figure 19a). The behavior of 
microprestress in mortar or concrete also changes; at first microprestress is able 
to penetrate water at fresh and quasi-fresh concrete and then turn into bouncy 
due to hitting the quasi-hard and hardened concrete and also reinforces bar 
and dowel (Figure 18a and b). The bouncy power can break the weak bond and 
microcrack occurs. Concrete such as quasi-brittle structures fails at the macro-
crack initiation, which can appear from the microcrack growth. Shear coefficient 
was also changed due to the increase of the concrete hardness and the power of 
microprestress. The change of shear stress can be seen in Figure 19b. The change 
from plastic state to transition phase is mentioned by Craipeau et al., 2018, as 
yield stress (Figure 19b) [25]. Concrete yield stress according to Figure 19b is 
about 22 kPa (0.022 Mpa) and occurs at the age of 6 hours. At the concrete age 
of 6 hours, C-S-H and ettringite begin to grow rapidly (Figure 17). If the dot 
line (Figure 19b) is continued, in the range of 18–72 hours, the shear stress is 
320–1914.3 kPa (0.32–1.9 MPa).

Granular stress and pore water pressure show a similar value (Figure 18c). If it 
happens together, it will negate each other.

4.2.2 Evaporation

Evaporation occurs immediately after placement until the sample is tightly 
closed. Slowik et al., 2013, [26] found that although the rigid pavement was done by 
curing agent, evaporation still occurred (Figure 20).

In the first 30 minutes, there was a similarity of evaporation water between with 
and without curing, which is ±0.35 kg/m2 (Figure 20). Evaporation without curing 
at 360 minutes (6 hours) is about 2.7 kg/m2 or 2.7 10−6 MPa. Evaporation charts 
tend to be asymptotic after 360 hours (Figure 20); thus, evaporation at 3 days can 
be approached with 3 kg/m2 or 3. 10−6 MPa without curing condition. This value 
was chosen because it shows the highest risk.

Figure 20. 
Evaporation [9].
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4.2.3 Capillary pressure

Water in the capillary pores causes tension pressure. Capillary pressure occurs 
quickly in concrete that contains more cement and less water (Figure 21).

By assuming that the capillary stress continues to run linearly, from Figure 21b, 
a capillary stress was obtained of approximately 163–828 kPa or 0.163–0.828 MPa 
in the age range of 18–72 hours. This figure is an estimate due to the influence of 
relative humidity.

The size and number of pores change due to the hydration process (Figure 17); 
therefore, capillary tension always occurs. The larger pores will dry and smaller 
pores will remain saturated. The surrounding relative humidity affects pore  
size (Table 2).

Because the surrounding relative humidity (RH) always changes, so does the 
capillary stress. Pore size determines the ability of water evaporation, menisci 
strength, and its properties. Pores with smaller sizes indicate that the smaller the 
evaporation ability, the smaller the evaporation stress [28]. Medium capillary pores 
(50–10 nm) and small gel pores (10–2.5 nm) have strong menisci [28]. The strong 
menisci mean strong capillary pores.

4.2.4 Disjoining pressure

Disjoining pressure is a pressure due to the attractive force between two sur-
faces, divided by the area of the surfaces; thus, disjoining pressure depends on the 
distance between the two surfaces. Correlation between inner water thickness and 
disjoining pressure was presented by Peng et al., 2015, as shown in Figure 22 [30]. 
The thicker the inner water, the smaller the disjoining pressure. Maximum disjoin-
ing pressure is 50 bar (Figure 22a) or 5 MPa.

Figure 21. 
Capillary pressure: (a) 420 kg/m2, w/c 0.42; and (b) 335 kg/m2, w/c 0.45 [27]. Source: Slowik et al. [22].

Relative humidity 85% 74% 54% 33% <33%

Pore diameter (mm) 13 7.8 3.4 ~1 <1

Origin of pores Capillary
pores

LD
C-S-H (gel pores)

HD C-S-H C-S-H 
structure

Source: Jenning et al., 2005 [18].

Table 2. 
Theoretical relationship between relative humidity and pore size.
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4.2.5 Total microprestress

Total microprestress is taken from the description above. The values above are 
approach values not absolute values; it happens because there is evolution in the 
concrete that always occurs, and the influence of surrounding relative humidity 
makes microprestress to be always changing. The highest risk is anticipated by 
selecting extreme values from the description above (Table 3).

4.3 Dowel effect

There is friction force between dowel and concrete. The friction is not constant 
because the microstructure of concrete has evolved over time. Friction of steel in 
fresh concrete was observed [27]. Rabbat and Russel, 1985, have studied friction 
coefficient of steel on concrete or grout [10]. The effect of dowel on misalignment 
crack is divided into cutting at window time and cutting at out of window time with 
dowel in right position and shift position.

4.3.1 Cutting at window time

4.3.1.1 Dowel in right position

Placement of the correct dowel position and sawed in window cutting time 
result a crack occurring right in the saw cutting line (Figure 12). When saw 

Figure 22. 
Disjoining pressure: (a) disjoining pressure of water, and (b) total disjoining pressure for foam films and for the 
surfactant [4, 29].

Type of microprestress cause Maximum pressure, MPa

Product hydration growth 1.9

Evaporation 3.10−6

Capillary pressure 0.83

Disjoining pressure 5

Total 7.730003

Table 3. 
Maximum stresses from various causes of microprestress.
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cutting is done, the frictional force between the dowel and concrete is bal-
anced on both sides of the saw cutting line, penetrating the fracture that occurs 
and creeping. Microprestress penetrates cracks and then propagates under 
rigid pavement. Propagation of these forces in the area under the saw cutting 
increases the high stress that is collected at the lower end of the saw cutting line. 
This makes the saw cutting line the weakest area, so cracking occurs in the area 
(Figure 23).

4.3.1.2 Dowel in shift position

Dowel can shift from the right position (Figure 11) due to the pounding of fresh 
concrete pouring or because it is displaced by a paver (Figure 10). Naturally, there are 
shear force between dowel and concrete. Shifting dowel makes unbalanced shear force 
between both sides of the cutting line. Addition with microprestress and concentrated 
stress at the lower end of the saw cutting separates unevenly due to the dowel shift and 
increases unbalanced stress on both the sides. To be balanced, then when cutting arises 
the pulling force of restraint (Figure 24a). The consequence of this is that cracking 
does not occur in the cutting line but shifts at the starting point of the holding force.

The microprestress can reach 2.73 MPa as in item 4.2.5; if added dowel frictional 
force and stress concentrated at the lower end of the notch can exceed the strength 
of concrete that is 5.5–6.9 MPa (point 3.3). This can cause microcracks to arise in 
the concrete. The microcracks and high stress at one side of the cutting line lead to 
misalignment cracks (Figure 24b).

4.3.2 Cutting at out of window time

Saw cutting is done after the plastic period in which stress distribution 
is approached as shown Figure 14b and enters brittle condition. The brittle 

Figure 23. 
Dowel in right position: (a) shear stress between dowel and concrete and right crack, (b) cross crack in right 
position.

Figure 24. 
Dowel in shift position: (a) shifting dowel and unbalanced stress, (b) misalignment crack.
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condition is marked by the end of ettringite growth. Based on this and Figure 17, 
it begins at around 18 hours of age. Distribution of stresses under the saw cutting 
is wider to both sides in brittle condition than in plastic condition (Figure 14c 
and a). Estimates of stress contours under brittle conditions are presented in 
Figure 25.

The center of the saw cutting line shows the smallest deformation (Figure 2), 
but surrounded by a larger strain (Figure 25). It happened at the age of less than 
10 hours (Figure 2). The stress that causes this strain is withheld by the concrete if 
there is no room for expansion. Concrete bonds may still be able to withstand these 
stresses, but by cutting in brittle conditions, the restrained stress increases with a 
high stress that widens at the bottom end of the cutting. The consequence of this 
situation is a high-stress accumulation that occurs on both sides of the saw cutting 
line. As a result of this, accumulation on both sides of the saw cutting line is weak 
making it more vulnerable to crack.

4.3.2.1 Right position dowel

Concrete is a quasi-brittle material where the fracture process zone (FPZ) in the 
notch condition can be seen in Figure 13. In the FPZ area, microcracks are already 
present. According to the explanation as mentioned above, great stresses are created 
on the one side. The friction between the dowel and concrete, which is in a micro-
crack condition, does not run smoothly along the dowel because the frictional force 
partially penetrates the microcrack gap. Some microprestresses are bouncy that can 
crush the dowels and penetrate microcracks (Figure 25).

Because cutting is done too late, the large stresses are looking for a way to release 
the energy. The move of this energy triggers microcracks to be widened on the weak 
side and it creates a misalignment crack.

4.3.2.2 Shifting dowel

Asymmetrical conditions of stress occur on both sides due to the dowel shift. 
There have been weak points at locations outside the saw cutting line (Figure 24). 
As a result, transversal cracks can arise outside the saw cutting line. Condition as 
mentioned in 4.4.2.1. can also occur. Unbalanced condition between shear force 
between both the sides of cutting line increases by the spread of large stress at the 
end of cutting depth and unbalanced bouncy force on both the sides of the cutting 
line. The unbalanced force leads misalignment cracks to occur on the side of the shift 
direct dowel.

Figure 25. 
Bouncy force of microprestress.
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5. Resume

1. In the concrete pavement, there are microprestress forces, shear forces 
 between dowel and concrete, microprestress resilient forces concerning 
 dowels, shear forces, and tension forces at the base of the concrete pavement.

2. Microprestress is ±7.730003 MPa. The biggest contribution is disjoining 
 pressure and the second is product hydration growth.

3. Disjoining pressure needs to be reduced by maintaining humidity in the 
concrete pavement at an early age because disjoining pressure will decrease if 
the water film thickness is large. Although maintaining high humidity makes 
evaporation also higher, the danger due to evaporation is smaller than the 
 danger of disjoining pressure.

4. Expansion and shrinkage occur in concrete pavement alternately.

5. Free open space is needed to make space for the concrete pavement to expand 
and shrink and release stress that occurs by saw cutting.

6. Excellent result of cutting time will be obtained at highest inner temperature, 
which shows high product hydration growth.

7. Raoufi, 2008, illustrates that excellent results of cutting time will be obtained 
at fc ‘800–1000 psi (5.5–6.9 MPa). It is difficult to know the concrete strength 
(fc ‘) at very early age. Compressive strength factor before 1 day has not been 
found. As a guide, cutting on toll roads in Indonesia is 12–18 hours.

8. If the strength of concrete is smaller than microprestress, microcracks occur in 
the concrete pavement.

9. Cutting in the window time raises the stress below the tip of the notch that is 
spread evenly until the base of concrete pavement.

• Dowel in the right position: no misalignment cracks occur.

• Dowel shifts: there are imbalance stresses resulting in cracks on the side 
where the dowel shifts.

10. Cutting late raises the stress below the notch tip and is greater than at 
the bottom of the concrete pavement. This stress will accumulate with 
 microprestress, shear stress, tensile stress, and resilient stress.

• Dowel in the right position: this tension will break a weak bond. If one 
of the bonds breaks because it is unable to withstand the accumulation 
of the stresses, the stresses will release its energy. Furthermore, the 
stresses move along the line where a large stress occurs on one side of the 
cutting line.

• Dowel shift: an event equal to all of the above description coupled with 
an unbalanced dowel and concrete shear force creates a misalignment of 
cracks on one of the weak sides.
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11. The implementation of concrete pavement requires the following:

• Conformity to mix design regarding the amount and quality of material 
and environment.

• Designers and managers need to have a good understanding of the 
consequences of neglect even if it is only one step. The implementa-
tion of concrete pavement requires high discipline at each stage. 
Negligence on one part, because of lack of understanding, and 
bad discipline or field condition can cause cracks. Any negligence 
 during the construction process may lead to premature distresses in 
 concrete pavement slabs.

6. Conclusion

Saw cutting done during window time causes the stress at the end of the 
notch to be spread evenly to the bottom of the concrete pavement. In addition to 
these stresses in concrete pavement, there are microprestress forces, dowels and 
concrete shear forces, microprestress resilient forces concerning dowels, shear 
forces, and tension forces at the base of the concrete pavement. Sufficient concrete 
strength is needed to withstand the accumulation of all these stresses, so saw cut-
ting must be done at an adequate age but still in a condition between plastic and 
brittle.

The mechanism of the crack misalignment has been studied. The main cause 
of crack misalignment is that the cutting is done late, that is, after the window 
cutting time or in brittle conditions. This causes the stress not to be distributed 
evenly downward but large stresses occur at the lower end of the notch, which 
spread on both sides of the cutting line. This large stress will break the weak bond 
and the stress continues to travel along the cutting line because there is a large 
stress on the cutting line. The consequence of this is that there is a misalignment 
crack.

Dowel shift causes an imbalance of stress below the notch tip to increase. If the 
concrete is not able to withstand this imbalance, misalignment cracks arise even 
though the saw cutting is done at window time. Misalignment cracks tend to appear 
along the dowel shift.

Every mix concrete has special properties. We are suggested to test the inner 
temperature in plate sample with the dimension equal to one segment of real 
concrete pavement. The high inner temperature to be a guide to saw cutting time.
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